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Comments, continued.

	I was corresponding with David 
Dunham.  While he liked the idea of a RQIV 
revival, he had serious doubts about the ability 
of any company other than TSR to produce two 
products per month.  Two products a month is 
the agreed upon magic number by most FRPG 
professionals (Dave sent me some interesting 
Compuserve discussions on this point).  

	I think it is possible.  Part of the key is 
getting good fan work started now, and part of 
it is adjusting/using authors of works in other 
systems for similar works in RQIV.  Steve 
Jackson Games did that with Steve Perrin 
(GURPS Supers first draft) and intends to with 
Robert Hume (GURPS Cyberspace).  Here are 
some of my suggestions:

RQIV Culture/Scenario/Supplement Packs (& 
Authors)

RQ Americana (O.S. Card)
RQ Avatars (Wayne Shaw)
RQ Belters (Lee Gold)
RQ Charlemagne (Ken Rolston)
RQ China (Lee Gold)
RQ Computer Maze (Ken Rolston)
RQ Cyberpunk (D. Dunham)
RQ Elizabethan Era (D. Dunham)
RQ Fairytales (Lee Gold)
RQ Fantasy Earth (Perrin)
RQ Fenris (G. Blacow)
RQ Generic (S. Perrin)
RQ Gothic Horror (Sandy Petersen)
RQ Japan (Lee Gold)
RQ King Arthur (Stafford)
RQ Lenta (M. Swanson)
RQ Magic Returns (Hume)
RQ Mycenae/Thera (L. Free/G. Mylonas)
RQ Scenarios (various, incl. Shaw, Gold, etc.)
RQ SF (P. Gazis)
RQ Space Faring (D. Dunham)
RQ Supers (S. Perrin)
RQ Tolkien/Elizabeth Moon (...:)

	Many of the proposed supplements 
would fit into a Fantasy Earth setting.  King 
Arthur, Charlemagne, Arabian Nights, Gothic 
Isles, Ireland and the rest all seem perfect for 
separate campaigns or as a part of a generic 
fantasy earth campaign. 
	Obviously, some of these are more 
likely than others . . . but you can see the 
general principle.  Two solid years of products 
would make all the difference in the world.  It 
did for WARHAMMER.

	Assuming that the grand "relaunch" of 
RQIV is next year, in time for GenCon or 
Origins, there is plenty of time to get the 
projects in the pipeline to cover the next two or 
more years.

	The important thing is to get style 
sheets and firm guidelines issued, project goals 
in mind, etc.  Chaosium went through 
something similar before but changed 
direction, goals and editing.  Several writers 
produced product well within the "Worlds of 
Wonder" format -- but not anywhere close to 
the later formal/full-bodied format that 
Chaosium decided to use.

	The lack of style sheets and missed 
communications, along with a changeover in 
personnel, led to some hard feelings.  
However, if Avalon Hill/Ken Rolston can 
agree on firm formats and guidelines, with all 
the computer typesetting, etc. available, it 
should be quite possible to meet a high product 
output goal.  With firm page counts, structure 
outlines and limits, lots of neat products should be available.

	With style sheets, a computer and a 
LaserJetIII, working part-time an individual 
could write and typeset two products a month.  
Sandy Petersen could.  As to illustrations, I'm 
all for minimal or scanned fantasy clip art 
illustration if good illustrations can't be found.

	What products and which writers would 
you add to the suggested list?  Why?
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Alan Kellogg:  Noted your song.  Have you 
ever sung Eye of the Drider to the tune of Eye 
of the Tiger?  It really changes the meaning 
there.  // The Paladin showed up in the small 
paperback rule supplements to D&D -- before 
the magazine materials.

Jonathan Tweet:  purchased equipment really 
needs some limits to balance most technoid 
game adventures (just like excess magic items 
can hurt a D&D scenario).  I'm curious to see 
your solution.

Daniel James:  Surgical lasers cauterize quite 
well.

Frisbee:  You've made a good point on sales 
tax.  Technically a sales tax on out of state 
merchandise is an excise tax.  The feds are 
unifying things and we may well get uniform 
billing on all mail order.
 Lisa Padol:  My reference to the third 
Shadowrun book was too short and cryptic.  I 
should have said the third novel in the Secrets 
of Power series (Choose Your Enemies Wisely, 
etc.).  The third book is Find your own truth.  
The lead character does.  The three novels 
provide lots of background and are not bad 
reads.  I liked the closing poem at the end, 
though the last book was a little too polished 
for my tastes.  

	The RQ/Glorantha moons material 
came from correspondence, analysis and 
conversations with John T. Sapienza about Phil 
Davis' campaign.  I think you can make do in a 
Glorantha campaign with just the RQIII rules, 
the Borderlands scenario pack and Elder 
Secrets for background.  Just the first two if 
you don't need lots of background.

	My Shadows3/Call of Cthulhu 
campaign was a personal PBM variant rules set 
I was running.  Its all on an IBM/Wordstar 1.4 
meg floppy.  You are welcome to a copy if 
you'd like one.  Just drop me a note and I'll 
mail it out.

John P. Kingsbury:  I'm glad you liked the 
economics.  The first person I sent the article to 
zoned out on those (he was interested in 
comparative religions). // I like an occasional 
SCA report.  Read and enjoyed!

Scott Bennie:  The Castles box & cover are 
great.  You deserve kudos for that computer 
game.  //  I appreciated your review of Wing 
Commander II. //  Greg Stafford said it well 
when he stated that he admired White Dwarf's 
ability to get people to subscribe to a catalog.  


Tony Lee:  Shadowrun's combat was bad 
enough that they decided they had to put 
together a separate game to simplify it.  Mark 
Goldberg reports that the game runs well, 
though with surprising break points that alter 
character design. // I've gafiated on Shadowrun, 
though would like to see a magic returns 
RQIII/IV or Champions/Hero Games.

All:  I sent my copy of A&E 190 to Phil Davis 
at 6802 Garden Court, Gilroy, CA  95020 on 
October 1, 1991 so these comments may be a 
bit sparse as I typed them up in one setting so 
I could get the issue in the mail as soon as 
possible.  I was delayed by work, or this would 
have gone faster.

